
FC Arizona Soccer Welcomes New Partner -  Lifeline Professional
Counseling

FC Arizona and Lifeline Professional Counseling have joined forces to bring mental health resources to
FC Arizona families.
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CHANDLER, Arizona -  FC Arizona and Lifeline Professional Counseling (Lifeline PC)  have joined forces to bring
mental health resources to FC Arizona families. In an effort to become more than another sports club, FC Arizona has
sought a partnership with Lifeline Professional Counseling, one of the Valley’s most respected outpatient counseling
service providers. With more than 10 years in their respective industries, both organizations have seen a need in recent
years to break stigmas associated with mental health and sports and provide access to mental health professionals.

“I’ve always believed that owning a club has to be more than just soccer, we have to do more for the kids,” said owner and
president Jamie Landreman about the new partnership. “Sports has risen to a new level, the demand we place on our kids
is far greater than ever before, we need to ensure they know how to handle the stress and make sure they have a resource
to help them with that,” concluded Landreman.

Lifeline PC will begin by creating a curriculum for coaches, who will partake in mental health-specific education and
training, that will help identify player needs and foster a healthier playing environment. Lifeline PC is dedicated to serving
all who require mental health attention; from standard counseling to intensive outpatient therapy. Lifeline PC’s services
include counseling for Anger Management, Anxiety & Stress, Domestic Violence, Family Counseling, Grief & Loss,
Substance Abuse, Trauma, Veterans & First Responders, Work-Life Balance, and many others. To learn more about
Lifeline Professional Counseling please visit https://lifelinepcs.com/

FC Arizona is a highly competitive and community driven, nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization, dedicated to the growth and
development of our players and coaches at the highest standards. Our motto Our State Our Team speaks volumes for who
we are both on and off the field. The future looks bright as we continue to evolve and invest back into the sport and
community we love. To learn more about FC Arizona please visit our website at https://fcarizona.com/

For More Information, please visit FC Arizona at www.fcarizona.com
About FC Arizona www.fcarizona.com

FC Arizona is Arizona’s Premier Soccer Club; comprising 60+ teams: 3 semi-professional level teams, 50+ youth club
teams, and 250+ recreational players and is one of the largest and fastest growing soccer clubs in the state.
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